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With over 60 years of combined experience in education, teaching and parenting, Monica
Reinhard-Gorney and Perk Musacchio provide a comprehensive source for parents that explains
how children develop at all levels and provides progressive research on child and brain
development. The authors reveal over 100 safe, drug-free interventions and strategies backed by
research to encourage the body and brain to perform optimally, and even display the potential to
boost symptoms of ADD/ADHD, fine and gross electric motor deficits, and various other learning
disabilities. NO ISSUE! No Manual? Furthermore, the book provides to light why some parenting
designs work while others flunk, helping you to cultivate and nurture a parenting design that
works best for you as well as your child. Shared alongside these details are personal accounts of
successful implementation of the many strategies and interventions. empowers you to take an
active role in your child’s development in all stages so that your child may reach his or her full
potential.
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I heard about this reserve from a co-employee, and decided to get it.A MUST have book! I must
admit I must say i hadn't idea all that much about how exactly different the world is certainly
from when I was a youngster and how that impacts kids and schools, however the authors make
a whole lot of valid factors, and they offer many ways for parents and various other adults to
greatly help kids offer with a number of stressful factors. Anyone who cares about kids should
read this publication.
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